In this note we study the linear symmetry group LS(f ) of a Boolean function f of n variables, that is, the set of all ∈ GL n (2) which leave f invariant, where GL n (2) is the general linear group on the field of two elements. The main problem is that of concrete representation: which subgroups G of GL n (2) can be represented as G = LS(f ) for some n-ary k-valued Boolean function f. We call such subgroups linearly representable. The main results of the note may be summarized as follows:
Introduction
Let f = f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be a function of n variables. The set S(f ) of all permutations in the symmetric group S n such that f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) = f (x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (n) ) is a subgroup of S n called the symmetry group of f. The symmetry group of functions has received some attention only recently (see [2, 3] ). In Ref. [2] the symmetry group S(f ) of Boolean functions is studied and the relations between the algebraic properties of groups and the computational complexity of languages established. The paper [3] characterizes the representability of some permutation groups constructed by given representable permutation groups. In Ref. [1] it is proven that almost all Boolean functions have no linear symmetries. This provides a generalization of Theorem 22 from [2] . In this note we further study the linear symmetry group LS(f ) of a k-valued Boolean function f : 2 n → k, where 2 = {0, 1} and k is a set of k elements. Given n > 1, a subgroup G GL n (2) of the form G = LS(f ) for some k-valued Boolean function f =f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) will be called linearly representable in GL n (2) by a k-valued Boolean function, or briefly, linearly k-representable, where GL n (2) is the general linear group of degree n on the field of two elements, and LS(f ) is the set of all ∈ GL n (2) for a k-valued
A group G GL n (2) is said to be linearly representable if it is linearly k-representable for some k 2. If GL n (2) and LS(f ) are replaced by S n and S(f ), respectively then we have the definition of representability by Boolean functions from Ref. [2] . The main problem we are interested in is which subgroups of GL n (2) are linearly representable. It is not difficult to see that every abstract group is isomorphic to some linearly representable group by Theorem 11 in [2] . However, what we are interested in is the following more concrete problem: Given n > 1, which subgroups of GL n (2) are linearly representable by Boolean functions in n variables? This is a generalization of the corresponding problem in the theory of the symmetry group S(f ). In fact we have shown in Theorem F that if S n is embedded in GL n (2) as a subgroup, then G S n is representable in S n by Boolean functions if and only if G is linearly representable in GL n (2) . Thus we may obtain the conclusions on representability of it by Boolean functions from the theorems on linear representability of the group G.
In the note we always assume that T = GL n (2) . Our main results are the following.
Lemma A. Assume that G and R are both subgroups of T and G normalizes R. Also suppose that G and R act on the set . Then H = ∈ R G is a subgroup of T, where R is the stabilizer of R on ∈ .
Theorem B. Assume that G is a subgroup of T and T is the stabilizer of T on
∈ 2 n . Then H = ∈2 n T G
is a subgroup of T, and G is linearly representable in T if and only if H = G.
The above is a partial generalization of Theorem 2.2 from Ref. [3] . Assume that (2) .
where T and T are the stabilizers of T on ∈ 2 n and ∈ 2 n , respectively.
It should be mentioned that G (l) is a special kind of the parallel powers, considered in Ref. [3] .
This is a result similar to Theorem 11 in Ref. [2] . (2) is also linearly representable in W = GL 2n (2) .
Theorem E. Let G T be linearly representable in T and H a normal subgroup of G. If H is linearly representable in T, then the parallel power (G/H )
Theorem E is a partial generalization of Theorem 4.3 from Ref. [3] . Using the same method we prove the following 
In particular, it holds when G 1 and G 2 are both linearly representable in T.
Theorem E partially generalizes Theorem 4.4 from Ref. [3] .
Theorem F. Assume that S n is embedded in T as a subgroup. Then G S n is representable in S n by Boolean functions if and only if G is linearly representable in T.

Proofs of the main theorems
We first explain some notations in Lemma A. Given a group T, G and R are both subgroups of T. If R g = g −1 Rg = R for any g ∈ G then G normalizes R. Assume that is a nonempty set, and S is the symmetric group on . That a group G acts on means that there exists a homomorphism of G into S . Thus for any x ∈ G there exists a transformation (x) : → x in S satisfying ( x ) y = xy for x, y ∈ G, ∈ . Let G be the stabilizer of G on ∈ . Then G = {g ∈ G| g = }.
Proof. We easily see that H −1 = ∈ GR , and H G=( ∈ R G)G= ∈ R G=H . We show that H = H −1 .
Let g ∈ H −1 . Then we have g = g r , where g ∈ G, r ∈ R , ∀ ∈ . Hence we obtain g = (g r g −1 )g ∈ ∈ R G, where
with , ∈ we have
On the other hand, it is r −1 g −1 = r −1 g −1 = g −1 from which follows = . Therefore 
Finally, we obtain
Hence H is a subgroup of T.
Theorem B. Assume that G is a subgroup of T and T is the stabilizer of T on
∈ 2 n . Then H = ∈2 n T
G is a subgroup of T, and G is linearly representable in T if and only if H = G.
Proof. By Lemma A we have that H = ∈2 n T G is a subgroup of T. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [3] we have that G is not linearly representable in T if and only if ∃g ∈ T \G such that g ∈ G , ∀ ∈ 2 n . This is equivalent to that ∃g ∈ ∈2 n T G\G. Thus Theorem B holds.
Theorem B has the following corollaries: 
Proof. (a) By Theorem B, G = ∈2 n T G. Hence we obtain G h = ∈2 n T h G h = ∈2 n T G h , and so G h is linearly representable for h ∈ T . (b) By Theorem B, G = ∈2 n T G, H = ∈2 n T H . This implies that
Hence G H is also linearly representable.
(c) By Theorem B, T is linearly representable for any ∈ 2 n , and so, by (b), H =H ∩T is also linearly representable.
It is easy to show that H = , ∈2 n (T ∩ T )G is a subgroup of T, where G T (the proof is the same as that of Lemma A). G (l)
is a special kind of parallel powers, considered in Ref. [3] .
In order to prove Theorem C we need an auxiliary result.
Lemma 1. Let G T . Assume that G is linearly representable in T. Then G × G is also linearly representable in W = GL 2n (2).
Proof. We first show that Lemma 1 holds when G = T . It is sufficient to prove that
Let F 2 be the field of two elements, and M n (F 2 ) the set of all n × n matrices over F 2 . Set
For any
where R , U ∈ T , we shall prove that ∈ T × T . Let = ( 
where R, U ∈ T . Therefore, by Theorem B we have R ∈ ∈2 n T G = G. Similarly, U ∈ G. Therefore ∈ G × G, and so H = G × G. Thus Lemma 1 holds.
Theorem C. G (1) is linearly representable in W = GL 2n (2) if and only if
, ∈2 n (T ∩ T )G = G, where T and T are the stabilizers of T on ∈ 2 n and ∈ 2 n , respectively. (1) . (1) and so G (1) is linearly representable.
By Lemma 1 we have L T × T = ∈2 2n W (T × T ). Thus we have
Let
Then we have L = G (1) and thus G (1) is linearly representable in W.
Conversely, let G (1) (1) , and so l ∈ G. Therefore H = G. Theorem C is proved.
In order to demonstrate the validity of Theorem D we first prove the following Lemma.
is also linearly representable in W = GL n(l+1) (2) .
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem C we have that if (2) . Let G 1 ∩ · · · ∩ G l be linearly representable in T, where 1 , . . . , l ∈ 2 n . We show that H = G. In fact we have
It gives
and thus
By the definition of H, we have (2) for l n.
Proof. Let l n. We can always find 1 , . . . , l ∈ 2 n , such that G 1 ∩ · · · ∩ G l = 1 (the identity of T) and so, by Lemma 2 G (l) is linearly representable in W.
Remark 1.
We have GG (l) for any integer l. Hence Theorem D implies that G T is always isomorphic to a linearly representable group G (l) W = GL n(l+1) (2) for l n.
We now recall the definition of parallel power introduced in [3] (2) . (2) is also linearly representable in W = GL 2n (2) .
let H be a normal subgroup of a group G T . Then the product (G/H )× (G/H ), where is the identity mapping on G/H , is called the parallel power of G by H and denoted (G/H )
Theorem E. Let G T be linearly representable in T and H a normal subgroup of G. If H is linearly representable in T, then the parallel power (G/H )
. We show that L M for some ∈ 2 2n , and so L = M (that is, M is linearly representable).
Since G is linearly representable, by Lemma 1 we have ) , where
Suppose that = xy, x ∈ 2 n , y ∈ 2 n . Then
, ∀x ∈ 2 n and so −1 −1 ∈ T x , ∀x ∈ 2 n . This implies ∈ T x H = T x H and so −1 ∈ x∈2 n T x H = H (since H is linearly representable). Thus we obtain ∈ H = H and so ( , ) ∈ M.
Using a fully analogous method we may prove Theorem E . This proof is omitted.
Theorem F. Assume that S n is embedded in T as a subgroup. Then G S n is representable in S n by Boolean functions if and only if G is linearly representable in T.
Proof. We first show that S n is linearly representable in T. Let =(a ij ) ∈ H = ∈2 n T S n , and x = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ 2 n . Then, since is linear, x ∈ xS n , and thus the only one of {a 11 , a 12 , . . . , a 1n } is 1 and the other elements are 0. Similarly, the only one of {a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a in } is 1 and the other elements are 0, where i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore ∈ S n . It implies H = S n and so S n is linearly representable in T. Now let G S n . Then we have ∈2 n T G = ( ∈2 n T G) ∩ S n = ∈2 n S G, where S is the stabilizer of S n on ∈ 2 n . It is easily shown that G is representable in S n by Boolean functions if and only if ∈2 n S G = G. Hence, by Theorem B G is representable in S n by Boolean functions if and only if G is linearly representable in T.
